the
human rights
collection

All human beings are born
free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and
should act towards one
another in a spirit of
brotherhood.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Article 1

VISION
A world in peace and friendship – what a dream! Unfortunately,
today, we have to deal with war, crisis and epidemics across our
beautiful planet. We should try, together and each one on their
own, to live in friendship and harmony with one another,
disregarding skin colour, origin, or religion. It sounds
easy, however we all see how difficult it is.
On 10 December 1948 the general assembly of the
United Nation declared the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights at the Palais de Challiot in Paris. It has
inspired us to design jewelry, which can be worn by
everyone at every occasion, reminding the bearer and
his or her surroundings of the immense value of human
rights. As a company we fashion not only special and
beautiful jewelry with a meaning, we also support institutions
financially, which campaign for human rights worldwide.
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QUALITY
Since 1964 GILARDY stands for extraordinary, high quality
jewelry and fine gemstones. Founded by M.Y. Gilardy more
than 50 years ago in Idar-Oberstein/Germany, one of the
most important gemstone cutting centers in Europe, the
company concentrated on refining and selling colored
gemstones like Aquamarine, Tourmaline, Emerald, Ruby,
Sapphire and many others over the last decades. In 2006
David Gilardy, son of M.Y. Gilardy, started to design his
own jewelry lines. Collections like Amore, Goccia, Musa
and many others were introduced by him in the last years.
In 2015 David Gilardy designed the “GILARDY HUMAN
RIGHTS COLLECTION”. A jewelry line with deep meaning,
manufactured to the highest quality standards and a unique
design. All GILARDY products are manufactured with the
best materials available to guarantee a great pleasure in
wearing them for many years. Parts of our production are
performed by workshops for disabled people.
David Gilardy
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RINGS

GHR-R1DG

GHR-R1BK

GHR-R1RG

GHR-R1YG

GHR-R1WH

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS RING R1
Width: 13,5 mm, shape: curved

The Human Rights rings R1 are made of stainless steel and available in pure silver/white (WH), dark grey (DG),
black (BK), rosé gold (RG), and yellow gold (YG). Engraved is article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(see pages 14/15). The rings are also available in 18K white, yellow, or rosé gold on demand.
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RINGS

GHR-R2DG

GHR-R2BK

GHR-R2RG

GHR-R2YG

GHR-R2WH

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS RING R2
Width: 15 mm, shape: flat

The Human Rights rings R2 are made of stainless steel and available in pure silver/white (WH), dark grey (DG),
black (BK), rosé gold (RG), and yellow gold (YG). Engraved is article 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(see pages 14/15). The rings are also available in 18K white, yellow, or rosé gold on demand.
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RINGS

GHR-R3DG

GHR-R3BK

GHR-R3RG

GHR-R3YG

GHR-R3WH

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS RING R3
Width: 6 mm, shape: flat

The Human Rights rings R3 are made of stainless steel and available in pure silver/white (WH), dark grey (DG),
black (BK), rosé gold (RG), and yellow gold (YG). Engraved is article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(see pages 14/15). The rings are also available in 18K white, yellow, or rosé gold on demand.
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BANGLES

GHR-BR2

GHR-BR3

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS BANGLES BR2 and BR3
The Human Rights bangles BR2 and BR3 are made of stainless steel and available in silver/white (WH), dark grey (DG),
black (BK), rosé gold (RG), and yellow gold (YG). Engraved is article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(see pages 14/15). The bangles are also available in 18K white, yellow, or rosé gold on demand.
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PENDANTS
GHR-P1DG

GHR-P1BK

GHR-P1RG

GHR-P1YG

GHR-P1WH

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS PENDANT P1
Size: ø 28 mm, height: 1,6 mm, leather necklace: length: 95 cm, ø 1,5 mm
The Human Rights pendants P1 are made of stainless steel and available in pure silver/white (WH), black (BK),
rosé gold (RG), and yellow gold (YG). Engraved is article 1 and 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(see pages 14/15). The pendants are also available in 18K white, yellow, or rosé gold on demand.
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PENDANTS
GHR-P2DG

GHR-P2BK

GHR-P2RG

GHR-P2YG

GHR-P2WH

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS PENDANT P2
Size: 20 x 35 mm, height: 1,7 mm, leather necklace: length: 95 cm, ø 1,5 mm
The Human Rights pendants P2 are made of stainless steel and available in pure silver/white (WH), black (BK),
rosé gold (RG), and yellow gold (YG). Engraved is article 1 and 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(see pages 14/15). The pendants are also available in 18K white, yellow, or rosé gold on demand.
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BRACELETS

GHR-BR1BB
Baby Blue

GHR-BR1TU
Turquoise

GHR-BR1JE
Jeans

GHR-BR1VI
Violet

GHR-BR1GR
Green

GHR-BR1MG
Military Green

GHR-BR1WH White

GHR-BR1LI
Lilac

GHR-BR1FU
Fuchsia

GILARDY HUMAN RIGHTS BRACELETS BR1
Width: 6 mm, heights: ca. 1,5 mm, length: 54 cm (S), 57 cm (M), or 60 cm (L)
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BRACELETS

GHR-BR1RB
Rosa Baby

GHR-BR1RD
Red

GHR-BR1BO
Bordeaux

GHR-BR1NA
Nature

GHR-BR1OR
Orange

GHR-BR1LB
Light Brown

GHR-BR1MB
Medium Brown

GHR-BR1DB
Dark Brown

GHR-BR1DG
Dark Grey

GHR-BR1BK
Black

The Human Rights bracelets BR1 are made of high quality cow’s leather and are available in 19 stylish colours.
Engraved is article 1 and 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (see pages 14/15).
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HUMAN RIGHTS
Article 1 & 3 (engraved on GHR BR1, P1, P2, R3)
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason
and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. Everyone has the
right to life, liberty and security of person.
Article 2 (engraved on GHR R2)
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction
of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or
social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the
basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which
a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other
limitation of sovereignty.
Article 18 (engraved on GHR BR2, BR3, R1)
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes
freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with
others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship
and observance.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
Become part of the Human Rights Community!
We are accompanying our Human Rights jewelry collection
with a distinctive finger sign, which is easily remembered
and doable for everyone. It is the letter U in sign language.
U stands for YOU. As you are part of humanity, you should
stand up and campaign for human rights. If you don’t do
it – who will? Every one of us counts, as each individual is
valuable and important.
Post images of the U-sign on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest etc, including the #gilardyjewels raising awareness
and helping the Human Rights Community grow. Because
human rights concern everybody!
www.human-rights-collection.com
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the human rights collection
GILARDY GmbH ǀ Ismaninger Strasse 68 ǀ D-81675 Munich ǀ Germany
Phone +49 89 930 83 8870 ǀ Fax +49 89 930 83 8879 ǀ Mail info@gilardy.eu
www.human-rights-collection.com ǀ www.gilardy.eu

